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Endeavour Ave, Flagstaff, Hamilton: Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) assessment. 
To: Nick Howcroft Nick.Howcroft@kaingaora.govt.nz; Jimmy Atkin Jimmy.Atkin@kaingaora.govt.nz  
Cc: Sue Evans Sue.Evans@kaingaora.govt.nz; Nick Karlovsky Nick.Karlovsky@kaingaora.govt.nz 
Ref: Endeavour Ave, Flagstaff, Hamilton _ Regional (AR103076) / CPTED Assessment  
07/09/2020 

Hello Nick and Jimmy, 

This report includes the main CPTED observations to the landscape and urban design study for the project 
Endeavour Ave, Flagstaff, Hamilton, 3210. It has been completed after the revision of the following set of 
drawings and documents:  

• Endeavour Short-Listed Options. Job No 2001. Date– 21 July 2020; 16 pages; various scales by archi-
tectus TM   

• Endeavour Urban Design Panel Package. Job No 2001. Date– 23 April 2020; 54 pages; various scales 
by architectus TM   

• Concept TAG Meeting Memo (A7071077); 20200403 

General Description: Mix housing Standalone & Duplex typologies and two storey walk-up apartments 
(60 Units Mix: State & Affordable) along Endeavour Ave, Flagstaff, Hamilton. This CPTED assessment is a 
request from the Senior Development Manager.   

CPTED Assessment  

(Written report and graphical analysis) 
This assessment is aligned with the universal principles of CPTED and with the seven qualities delineated 
in the New Zealand CPTED guidelines published by the Ministry of Justice. 

CPTED general overview  

Overall the project delivers an important Access Control (AC) presence along the southern boundary 
(Endeavour Ave), thanks to the location of 2 storey Walk-ups apartments (#1 & #2);  and, along the 
Eastern boundary (Existing neighbourhood) thanks to the 4Bs standalone unit arrangement. This is 
also evident along the West boundary. Access Control features are essential to enhance the distinc-
tion between what is private, semi-private or public. An appropriate presence of AC attributes rein-
forces clear and logical orientation qualities within the site layout, which help tenants with orienta-
tion and way-finding. 

The Endeavour Ave project also provides a well-defined landscape interface between the semi-pri-
vate and private areas of the development and the Flagstaff Reserve. This transition to the North is 
well managed through a non-visual obstructing horizontal barrier, which provides additional 
measures for Access Control purposes.  
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CPTED Concerns: this assessment has identified four areas within the design with at least one CTPED con-
cern; these areas have been listed in alphabetical order, as follow: 

A) Territorial Reinforcement: Public vs Private 

The Endeavour development includes a two-storey housing area (duplex & standalone typologies) be-
tween the central-eastern lane (loop) and the site’s eastern boundary. The project features a series of 
driveways [A1, A2 & A3] that provide access (pedestrian + vehicular) to the east standalone 4Bs houses, 
and also connect to a pedestrian public footpath (walkway) [B] along the eastern boundary [D] (See Figure 
1). These site layout conditions trigger at least three constraints:   

1. The eastern boundary to the neighbourhood acts as a vertical barrier [D]. 
2. The pedestrian footpath [B] is a secluded walkway between a vertical barrier [B] and the fences 

from the standalone units.  
3. The driveways [A1, A2 & A3] highly increase the levels of permeability.  

Since these driveways are connecting to a public footpath; therefore, they act as public corridors for pe-
destrian purposes. It is noted that the project proposed bollards to stress the distinction between private 
and public; nonetheless, in these settings, bollards also represent an invitation as a possible escape route.  

Permeability is an important Urban Design quality that promotes connectivity and allows pedestrian 
movement. However, in terms of crime prevention, too much permeability acts against the hierarchies of 
the place. Hierarchies are fundamental to clarify the definition of what is private, semi-private, public and 
semi-public.  

A plausible solution to mitigate these CPTED concerns may include: 

1. Proposed no more than one [1] driveway in its current conditions (Preferably A2). 
2. Close the direct connection of the remained driveways (A1 and A3) with the public footpath [B]; 

then keep them as a private entry (vehicular + pedestrian from the loop) just for the standalone 
units. Additionally, independent pedestrian access can be allocated for each house from the public 
footpath [B] (See Figure 2).   

3. The previous approach can be reinforced by adjusting the fencing strategy. The current proposed 
“1.2 m Planted fence” may work well; but, remember that the purpose of the kitchen is to increase 
surveillance whilst the Lounge is to provide privacy (Se Figure 3).  

The above measures are intended to increase Territorial Reinforcement, therefore a sense of ownership.  

B) Access Control / Natural Surveillance  

The site layout contains a two storey duplex and standalone units which outdoor living areas are facing 
north by the Flagstaff Park. Without a doubt this position offers the best possible solar orientation; nev-
ertheless, it raises CPTED concerns since the project rely on a high fencing strategy (1.8m Timber horizon-
tal fence) to guarantee the privacy of the units. There is an important presence of large trees by the north-
ern-eastern corner, which trigger vulnerability for concealment and camouflage alone the unit’s boundary 
(See Figure 4). Suitable solutions to resolve this issue may include at least one of the following options:   
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1. Adjust the fencing strategy. Change the 1.8m fence for a “1.2 m Planted fence”. (A combination of 
medium-high fencing and defensible landscape (low to medium-high planting). Be aware that the 
balance between privacy for the outdoor living space and natural surveillance towards the public 
space must be maintained.  

2. Rotate the units’ direct access to the west, so the main entry through the kitchen remains from 
the internal lane (loop). This option was developed in a previous drawing (See Figure 5), and it also 
follows the suggestion from the yield study / brief. This approach will reduce the amount of high 
fencing along with the units, and surveillance will be increased as a result.  

C) Natural Surveillance / Public vs Private  

Overall, the proposed site layout delivers a positive interface with the northern boundary (Flagstaff Park). 
The distinction between public, semi-private and private have been clearly defined; in this sense, the in-
ternal pedestrian footpaths, the inner lane (loop) and the landscape treatment act as a means for Terri-
torial Reinforcement. In contrast, the interface along the west boundary lacks the same clarity. The strat-
egy of placing a high fenced perimeter against the Council reserve (Potential for council playground) con-
strains the possibility of engaging in the future with this public area (See Figure 6). It also noted that the 
design includes a dedicated gate in each house to enable possible pedestrian access from each unit (This 
measure somehow helps to mitigate the issue).  

Within these conditions, what additionally increases the CPTED concerns within this area is the location 
of a pedestrian link connecting the Council Reserve and the internal lane (Loop) of the proposed develop-
ment. This connection lacks natural surveillance and acts as an enclosed public footpath between the 
fences of the Northern and the Southern unit.  Typically this is label as the tunnel effect (See Figure 7).  

A possible solution to mitigate this CPTED issue requires at least two measures:  

1. Increase the area for Natural Surveillance, so the tunnel effect is removed; this can be achieved by 
removing fences (preferably from the south unit).  

2. Connect the footpath to a green area within the semi-private areas of the project. This approach 
was included in the yield study from the brief (See Figure 8). These two measures may imply to 
lose the 4B unit by the south.  

This interface requires a strong landscape presence (Defensible landscape /low + medium planting).  

D) Access Control / Territorial Reinforcement 

This assessment has found that all the proposed two-storey walk-up apartments (1, 2, 3 and 4) do not 
include access control measures within the internal (semi-private) corridors. The lack of Access Control 
attributes highly increases permeability within site. The importance and implications of too much perme-
ability have been previously discussed (See literal A).  

In this sense, Access Control attributes such as main doors, vertical barriers, gates, etc. can provide the 
required control on areas where privacy may be needed or for enabling restricted pedestrian movement. 
The lack of Access Control has been identified in Figures 9 and 10. 
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In Option B, it is also noted that there are two Walk-ups blocks labelled as Walk-up 3. Would you please 
clarify this?  

Final considerations 

This assessment has been carried out through a “work in progress drawings”; therefore, some of these 
observations might be already clarified. Whatever the case might be, the final drawings must address 
these CPTED concerns before providing a final Positive CPTED report. 

The combined assessment, Graphic analysis (design/drawings) and the written report are joined compo-
nents of this CPTED review.   

In general, natural solutions (relying just on design) area preferred for crime prevention purposes.   

 

Kind Regards,  

 

 

Alexander Gomez 
PhD in Urban Design  
Senior Urban Designer Kāinga Ora 
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A. Territorial Reinforcement: Public vs Private
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B. Access Control / Natural Surveillance 
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C. Natural Surveillance / Public vs Private 
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D. Access Control / Territorial Reinforcement 
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